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Miller’s Musings
Submitted By – Dr. Lee Miller, University of Missouri

Spreading Pestilence in the Era of the “Murder” Hornet

T

he “murder” hornet is the newest player amongst a bevy of big, scary things surrounding
our consciousness in 2020. This large wasp in reality is simply termed the Asian Giant
Hornet, and while big for a wasp (nearly two inches) and scary in that it predates bees, is not
expected in Missouri anytime soon. To fuel headlines, few media outlets emphasized that only
one was found dead in Washington State near the Canadian border, and in fact a whole hive
was destroyed nearby in Vancouver, BC in late 2019.

(continued on page four)
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H

appy Spring! These are certainly scary and uncertain
times. There is nothing quite like a pandemic during an
election year to make us all feel warm and fuzzy inside. You
just can’t make this stuff up. It feels like George Carlin is going
to come running in and yell April Fools and tell us we are all
idiots! For a few weeks after the lock down started, it felt
like I was in an episode of AMC’s The Walking Dead. I thought
I might have to start trading toiletries for ammo or some
vegetable seeds

I always look forward to the Dogtown
St. Paddy’s Day Parade. My wife’s family has
a charity for at risk youth and we run a beer
booth to raise money during the parade.
Unfortunately it was cancelled, in addition to
the golf benefit for the same charity, which is
always held on the last Friday of April. This
is the first time since 2013 that I didn’t visit
Augusta National in April for some Masters
fun. Normally, I have been known to do some
gambling on the Kentucky Derby, which
always runs on the first Saturday in May. My
point is that I tend to be a creature of habit.
Covid-19 is wreaking havoc on my routines.
I tell time by my routines much like a plant
phenology calendar. How am I supposed to
know when to plant my annuals without
a Kentucky Derby? How do I know when
to shave off the winter beard without the
Masters? I never dreamed we would have to
live through anything like this.
Here we are trying to wade through the
uncertainty. The business of spring has only
been compounded by the necessary precautions we are all making to stay safe and keep
employees safe. Being a Golf Course Superintendent was challenging enough before. The
only thing I know for certain is that Mother
Nature has a twisted sense of humor. I just
keep reminding myself it could always be
worse and that everything will work out.
Association business is still being conducted. The celebration for the 75th year
of the MVGCSA isn’t quite going as I had
envisioned. We certainly do not take lightly
the decision on how we will move forward
and properly celebrate such a historic year.
The executive committee has been speaking

regularly via conference call and the Board of
Directors met in April via online video conference. We plan to conduct May’s meeting the
same way.
I want to thank Chuck Gast before I finish
up. There isn’t a book available to reference
Covid-19 and its challenges. But somehow
Chuck has still managed to keep things
organized.
If you believe Covid-19 has forced you to
do something innovative that no one else
is doing, we would love to hear from you.
Send us an email and tell us about it!
Stay safe and healthy.
Best Regards,
Khris Rickman
MVGCSA President
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The Board of Directors voted that
the Spring issue of 2020 should
be sent out electronically in
light of what has been happening to our nation and world the
past four months. (I agree with
the decision, there is universal
economic uncertainty and a
significant difference by not going to print). When life returns
to normal, I will be lobbying that
we return to the print edition. The addicting
glare of my phone, iPad and computer has already ruined the way I get most of my reading
material. The glossy color pages of the Double
G were a nice break from my many electronic
devices. No axe to grind here, just a humble
opinion. If you want the print edition back at
some point, I am sure there are others that
will die on that hill with us.
Any who…. scroll away and see what you like.
It was our intent this issue to keep our discussion light concerning the Pandemic. Not a ton
of focus on Covid this issue, but just like when
you paint a few walls at your house, you are
bound to get some on you. Light on authors
this time around but very strong on content,
life has got in the way for many of us so thank
you to those that took the time to keep this
aspect of the MVGCSA rolling along.
Our Mizzou friends Dr. Xiong and Dr. Miller
are both back this issue with outstanding

articles. Dr. Miller talking Murder Hornets and that unicorn of
turf issues, nematodes. Read this
article carefully and digest this,
“Along the way, the lance nematode creates more than suitable
infection courts for ETRI fungal
pathogens that cause take all and
summer patch, and perhaps more
importantly for the Pythium spp.
leading to root rot.” Not to be outdone, Dr. Xiong has a very informative article
on PoaCure. I had no idea that PoaCure was
also being used as a pre-emergent in the Fall.
Keep up the great work in Columbia Dr. Xiong
and Dr. Miller.
Chuck Gast, our Director of Operations, has
done yeoman’s work keeping the MVGCSA
posted on the impact Covid has had on our
business. Our President, Khris Rickman, said it
well, “There isn’t a book available to reference
Covid-19 and its challenges.” Excellent work
Chuck, you have been an amazing resource
and leader for the MVGCSA.
Our two Supers who wrote for this issue are
my trusted go to’s, Don Humphrey and Rob
Kick. You guys always take the time and I
completely understand how challenging it is to
write articles in the heart of the season. Good
stuff from Don concerning Covid and Kick’s
Korner never disappoints.
(continued on page thirteen)
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Honestly, some harm has already been done
since entomologists from coast to coast have had
to drop all of their important research to quell
public misconceptions on
this miniscule threat.

both outside the root and burrowing inside to feed and comThe term “murder” for this hornet is completely fabricated and
plete its life cycle. Along the way, the lance nematode creates
although they will sting when their nest is threatened, (like
more than suitable infection courts for ETRI fungal pathogens
any stinging insect will), they are not aggressive and will shy
that cause take-all and summer patch, and perhaps more
away from human contact. The real harm could come in our
importantly for the Pythium spp. leading to root rot. This
hysteria, as folks already freaked out by bugs in general, will
one-two punch of a disease complex is very common on
become murderers of the many beneficial insects (biocontrols,
putting green root systems in the region.
bees, and pollinators) that can be misidentified as the hornet.
Nematode research is considerably frustrating as nematode
Honestly, some harm has already been done since entomolopopulations aggregate into distinct hot spots, with a nematodegists from coast to coast have had to drop all of their important
loaded cruise ship beached next to a nematode
research to quell public misconceptions on
LANCE NEMATODE
desert. At a local course in St Louis on May 4,
this miniscule threat. For more information,
(hoplolaimus)
we tried to stack the odds by spreading some
see this video by MU field crop entomologist
pestilence in the name of science. With the
Dr. Kevin Rice, who has had to repeatedly
gracious blessing of the superintendent, myself,
answer this 2,000 mile away problem all week
Daniel, and a crack volunteer team inoculated
— https://bit.ly/MUIPMHornet.
a nursery green, by transferring cores from
From the big to very small, the MU turfgrass
a hot spot green and spreading them in to
pathology team hopes to spend some quality
the open aerification holes. We returned on
time this summer with nematodes, which are
Monday, May 18 to sample and begin the expericlassified close to insects. Nematodes are one
ment with new nematicides. Inoculating on a
of the smallest animals in the planet, and by
golf course property is a very rare event in our
far the most abundant, with four out of every
program, even if it is just moving pathogens
five animals on the planet being a nematode.
from one spot on the course to another. We
Most are innocuous and some beneficial, but
are very thankful for the faith and support in
the approximately 12 species we care most
this effort, and the allowance to conduct this
about parasitize our golf putting greens, with
research nearly exactly as we would on our
evolved stylets that pierce into plant roots and
research farm in Columbia.
weaken our plant system. Plants aren’t the only
This experiment is being replicated by our
unlucky hosts, as it’s estimated that half of all
collaborator, Dr. Billy Crow of University of
animals have one nematode that has evolved
The lance nematode is the second big- Florida, who is working on a lance nematode
to specifically parasitize it. Humans have over
gest turf parasitic nematode and leads
infestation on ultradwarf bermudagrass greens.
a perilous double-life, feeding both
300 nematode parasitic species. Don’t do an
You may remember Dr. Crow from his visit and
outside the root and burrowing inside
internet image search. Just don’t.
to feed and complete its life cycle.
fantastic presentations at the Missouri Green
Several new nematicides such as fluopyram
Industry Conference last year. In Columbia,
At a local course in St Louis, we tried
(Indemnify) and abamectin (Divanem) have
to stack the odds by transferring cores
we are also running a second evaluation trial
broken onto the market over the last few years
from a hot spot green and spreading
with other experimental nematicides. We hope
them in to the open aerification holes.
to help combat the problem. While extremely
these efforts lead to a better tool for lance
effective on other species, they unfortunately
We hope these efforts lead to a better
nematode control, because as my father once
tool for lance nematode control, bedo not control one of the more important in
told me, “you can use the back of a screwdriver
cause as my father once told me, “you
our area, the lance nematode (Hoplolaimus
to hammer in that nail, but it doesn’t work well,
can use the back of a screwdriver to
spp.). This problematic nematode is the second hammer in that nail, but it doesn’t work
doesn’t make much sense, and is not
biggest turf parasitic nematode (behind the
well, doesn’t make much sense, and is
any fun.” n
not any fun.”
Sting) and leads a perilous double-life, feeding
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Thinking About PoaCure ?
®

Submitted By – Dr. Xi Xiong, University of Missouri

A

fter many years of effort, PoaCure® finally received registration from EPA last December. It is now registered for
use on creeping bentgrass putting greens as both PRE and
POST, for selective control of annual bluegrass in the U.S. As
many of you are aware, PoaCure®, containing the active ingredient methiozolin, is a new isoxazoline herbicide whose mode
of action is not fully understood, although inhibition of cell
wall biosynthesis has been proposed. Nevertheless, PoaCure®®
has been viewed as “the silver bullet” for annual bluegrass control on creeping bentgrass greens that many of us have been
waiting for.
When used as a POST, PoaCure® can effectively remove annual
bluegrass with minimal or no obvious damage to creeping
bentgrass greens. One of our early projects conducted back
in 2012-2013 at a country club in Kansas found that even at
60-75% annual bluegrass coverage (yes, the numbers were
correct; this was the most heavy-infested, and healthy and
well-established perennial-type annual bluegrass that I have
ever seen with my own eyes), annual bluegrass was effectively
removed after 5-6 sequential applications (Fig 1). Of course,
when infestations are at such a high level, removal of annual bluegrass will leave voids, and it takes time for creeping
bentgrass to fill in those spaces. Under extreme conditions,
transplanting plugs of creeping bentgrass can be used to
facilitate the recovery. Nevertheless, the superintendent at that

site was happy that at least, there is a selective tool that can be
used safely on bentgrass putting greens. On greens where the
infestation of annual bluegrass is less than 20%, or they are not
forming patches (which likely indicates that they more behave
as an annual-type), transition to creeping bentgrass is subtler
and smoother (Fig 2).
Application of PoaCure® as a PRE is obviously NOT a suitable strategy on mature, mat-forming, perennial type annual
bluegrasses; however, use of PoaCure® can be a rewarding
experience for annual type-dominated greens. This is because
when used at the right timing, i.e., prior to the germination
of annul type annual bluegrass from seeds residing in the
seedbank, PoaCure® can prevent them from establishing on
the greens, while removing the existing perennial type annual
bluegrass that might be present, resulting in a slow yet smooth
transition from annual bluegrass to creeping bentgrass. In our
region, annual bluegrass seeds start to germinate in the latter
part of August / early part of September. Germination can actually occur in fall and spring in a wide range of temperature and
photoperiod, however, majority of germination occurs in fall
between September and October. A perfect PRE-based approach
would require the initial application taking place in late August/early September, when summer stress might still be present for the bentgrass green. Our 2011-2012 research performed
at the practice green at Old Warson Country Club found that,
(continued on pageten)

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Message from Your Director of Operations
Submitted By – Chuck Gast, Director of Operations, MVGCSA

The old saying “Life is a series of adjustments” has never rang more true!

W

ow, what a year so far! No doubt the year
2020 will have its very own chapter in the
history books. A few other things are certain…
we sure didn’t see this coming, we’ll certainly
will never forget it and the old saying “life is a
series of adjustments” has never rang more true!
As with most businesses of late, the play book has
been thrown out the window and MVGCSA is no
exception to this “new normal” as we’ve experienced numerous “adjustments” lately. As you
are certainly aware, the Mississippi Valley event
schedule, so far for 2020, has been postponed or
cancelled. As we stand today, we are hoping to
resume some type of gatherings possibly in August or September. Only time will tell, (actually,
our Governors will tell us). Keep your eye on the
website at www.mvgcsa.com for the latest updates
as we cautiously move forward.
A recent article stated that “We live on teams”…
sports, staff, projects, research, business, etc. That
truly is the case at the MVGCSA. The MV Board of
Directors have adjusted accordingly and teamed
up with virtual Board meetings to keep this Association on track. Expenses have been reduced
and the budget realigned to keep us on our solid
foundation.
Our Affiliates have also rallied with their unwavering support through the Affiliate Sponsor
Program (ASP) even with our events schedule a
mere shadow of its former self. We’ve promised all
our ASP partners we will make this sow’s ear into
a silk purse when this is all said and done. They
haven’t shied away and we are very grateful for
their support.
Speaking of team support, all MV members
should have received their 2020-21 dues invoices
recently. These invoices were sent via USPS to
the preferred address stated within your personal

NEW MVGCSA
MEMBERS
2020
Ted Fist (AF) –
Hayden Group, Premier
Sands
Sam Welch (AF) –
Macro-Sorb Technologies
Glenn Kraemer (AF) –
GR Robinson Seed
Clay Titus (C) –
Meadowbrook CC
James Arnold (ET) –
Meadowbrook CC
Arthur Schaupeter (AF) –
Arthur Schaupeter Golf
Course Architects
Andrew Decker (A) –
Effingham CC
Matt Keeven (AF) –
Emerald View Turf Farms
Brad Schenk (AF) –
GreensPro
Steven Story (C) –
Bellerive CC

profile information. If you haven’t received your
invoice, please give me a shout and I will update your mail preference and send out another
invoice.
Now more than ever, team strength through
membership numbers are first and foremost. MV
has recently aligned with other Chapters in the
Central Plains Region of the GCSAA to hash out
Covid-19 issues and assist each other in searching for solutions to keep golf and golf operations
viable. Dialogues with State decision makers have
been ongoing and with leadership and assistance
from GCSAA headquarters, our mission has been
noted. Work is also currently underway to form
a Missouri Golf Alliance to bring together all
Missouri golf organizations for an even stronger member presence when discussing possible
changes to existing policies within the golf industry. Numbers do matter so please re-up your MV
membership at your earliest convenience. n

This life style altering virus isn’t going anywhere
and neither is the MVGCSA. Personal hygiene
and social interaction habits may be altered for
quite some time but our mission at the Valley
will remain steady in uniting all our efforts
for the betterment of our profession.

We are a TEAM!

Steven Franken (AP) –
Fox Run GC
Jacob Muenks (AF) –
Midwest Turf Contractors
Steve Mulvey (AF) –
Helena Agri Enterprises

Now more than ever, team strength through membership numbers are first and foremost.
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Random Ramblings in the Valley
Submitted By Don Humphrey, Lake St. Louis Golf Club

Amid all of the, “Covid-Chaos”, I think the GCSAA and MVGCSA have done a great
job of keeping us informed with the news needed to stay in compliance with the
variable situation that has been affecting us and our golf course operations.

H

normal and we were putting down
pre-emergent and killing poa-anna. And
by Mid-March the wheels came off the
wagon and we learned that this year was
going to be a lot different than anything
that we have ever seen.
Some of the first changes to our operation was to try and minimize our infection points on the course by removing
bunker rakes, inserts in cups, no carts,
or only one per cart, etc. Then numerous states ordered golf courses closed
and limited the number of workers to
maintain those courses. Amid all of the,
“Covid-Chaos”, I think the GCSAA and
MVGCSA have done a great job of keeping us informed with the news needed
to stay in compliance with the variable
situation that has been affecting us and
our golf course operations.
Our Director of Operations, Chuck Gast
has been attending the Chapter Executive virtual meetings conducted by GCSAA Chapter Outreach President, Steve
Randall. The video meetings are a way for
the Central Plains Chapters Executive’s
to access and share information about
the different guidelines that could be of
concern for our golf clubs. The GCSAA

Despite the University of Missouri
diagnostic lab having to be shut down
for the corona virus, Dr. Lee Miller has
persevered to keep us all informed with
his timely turf disease updates for Missouri and Southern Illinois. As always
Dr. Miller’s reports provide us with data,
info, and advice that he puts together to
help us battle the various turf issues each
month throughout the growing season.
I know this Covid -19 virus has been an
unprecedented occurrence, but I think
that all of us in Golf Course maintenance
are sort of experienced in dealing with
things that sort of come out of left field.
How many times do we have our days
planned out and, Boom, 4-inch main
blows, or Boom, greens mower blows a
hydraulic hose, or Boom, thunderstorm
blows down a 60 ft oak tree; We don’t
panic. This is the business we’ve chosen.
This is what we do, we improvise, we
adapt, we persevere, so hang in there,
and together we will get past this pandemic. n

photo: Avinash Kumar/Unsplash

Who in their right mind could have
predicted the way this year has unfolded
and how the Corona virus would impact
every aspect of our work and our lives?
The New Year started out normal with
the GIS 2020 show in Orlando. The virus
was in the news at the time, but it was
all pre-social distancing. And then it
was early March and things still seemed

homepage is also a good source to keep
up with the ever-changing notifications
related to golf and the Covid outbreak.

photo: Nathan Dumlao/Unsplash

ey all you cool cats and kittens;
Wait, Stop, Oops, I have been in
Covid-19 quarantine too long with the,
“Tiger King” series on replay, sorry fellas.
Let’s try this again, Greetings all you
turfheads, it is springtime in 2020 and
in the words of a Grateful Dead song,
“What a long strange trip it’s been”,
and it is only May.

We don’t panic. This is the business
we’ve chosen. This is what we do,
we improvise, we adapt, we persevere,
so hang in there, and together we will
get past this pandemic.
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Kick’s Korner
Submitted By – Rob Kick, Algonquin Golf Club

Well…I’m not sure what to say really. This has been a wild couple of months here on planet earth to say the least. I’ve been
trying to form some sort of coherent paragraph for several weeks as I stare into the abyss of my computer screen that illustrates
the enormity of the current situation, but I can’t seem to find the words. I’m not sure there are words… The words seem to be
much like our lives currently, locked up somewhere inside with no place to go. So, in lieu of some profound tale of life during
the pandemic, I offer you the following…

G

rounds rules for your next trip to the grocery store. Only
purchase what you need for the week, especially paper
products. The stores remained open, and will remain open, so
you can return to purchase what you need in the future. Under
no circumstances should you buy more toilet paper than you
can use in a two week period. Seriously! If you have a deep
freezer at home that is really great. Continue to fill it as you
always have keeping a certain amount of food in it as per usual.
You should buy pork steaks when they’re on sale or frozen
pizzas when they’re 2 for 1. You DO NOT need to buy all the
meat or ALL of the pizzas. The rest of us would like some too.
One more thing, when someone coughs it is likely, no...probable, that they have a cold, an allergy, a tickle in their throat,
or smokers cough. Please don’t look at them with disdain and
proceed to run from them like they have the plague. Just as
before the pandemic people do cough.
Speaking of coughing…a mask seems to reduce the amount of
particulates one would disperse into the environment around
them, and that is a fact. If you choose to not wear one and proceed to throw a pity party while at the store that only
allows you in while wearing a mask please don’t do it
while standing next to the sign that states “no shirt,
no shoes, no service”.
Washing your hands has ALWAYS been part of good
hygiene.
People need to be outside, especially during these
crazy times. I get that. Walking, jogging, bike
riding whatever you choose to do, enjoy.
If you choose to ride a bike, especially
if you are in one of those spandex
clad 10-speed gangs that just can’t
resist cycling through town in
large gangs, here are a few ideas.
Ride your bikes in the bike

lane. If there is not a bike lane, FIND SOMEWHERE ELSE TO
RIDE YOUR STUPID BIKE. Oh, I don’t know a park, a path,
the woods, a parking lot an abandoned nuclear waste facility,
anywhere besides right down the freaking middle of the freaking road. I loathe your very existence you evil spandex cycling
terrorists!
Working outside on a golf course these past 25 years has been
a real pleasure. Never have I appreciated that more than I
do now. Exceptional work has been done by all maintaining
courses and staff throughout the valley during this most unusual of circumstances. Certainly, it’s not enough you have to
deal with players, weather, disease and insect pressure, unrealistic expectations, meetings, deadlines etc…all of which can
make for a stressful day. Let’s add a little global pandemic just
to make sure we’re all on our toes. Anyway, nice work to all for
maintaining not only beautiful properties but our ever important staff to date through tough times. I hope players reminded
you all of your extra efforts during these past few months.

On a final note, and in case we should ever find
ourselves in this situation again remember, drinking
at home saves a lot of money. Zoom, Skype and
the like offer a great substitute for in-person
gatherings. If you find yourself in an online
meeting/party and don’t want the uncomfortableness of being the first to drop out, remember all
you have to do is turn your mic and camera off
and post “reconnecting” on your screen.
Problem solved. Hope you and yours are
all safe and healthy and hope to see
you soon, in person . . .
Reconnecting . . . n
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“Waking up in the middle of the night
with a pit in my stomach on whether
I should have sprayed something or
whether I watered something too
much will not be missed.”

Club Champion opined, “I loved golf and
ately, each time I walked into the orgaI was actually quite good at a young age. It
nized and tidy Berry Hill maintenance
was tough to stand out in a large family and
facility I would notice a countdown on the
golf was something I did well. My Dad noticed
chalkboard behind the lunch table. On my
and encouraged me to stay involved with
last visit to talk to Super Mark Moriarty about
the sport.”
his pending retirement, that number was at
There is, however, no wavering on Mark’s
34, days that is. A career that started at the
decision to retire, “Waking up in the middle
age of 14 will be wrapping up after 43 years
of the night with a pit in my stomach on
on the same piece of property
whether I should have sprayed something or
Not sure Mark Moriarty has ever met
whether I watered something too much will
a stranger. Happy, engaging, hilarious and
not be missed.” He goes on, “I have 5 digital
self-deprecating. Forgive the guy talk, Mark
thermometers around the house constantly
is a man’s man…accomplished at golf, loves
Favorite Piece of Equipment
keeping me updated on the weather. I wont
a cold beer and uber competitive at darts and
Smithco Sprayer
miss that either. I need to be spending my
cards. I’ve seen the impact Mark has had on
Favorite Job
time in a boat fishing rather than on the end
the young men that worked for him over the
Mowing Greens
of a hose.”
years, as many of them come back from time
He will miss a few things though, “I will
to time to enjoy another moment sitting
Least Favorite Job
be honest, the job has gotten a little easier
around that lunch table.
String Trimming
over the last several years as I have continued
In 1977 Mark started at Berry Hill while
Favorite
Restaurant
		
to understand how to properly water, aerify,
it was still privately owned. Two years later
Ruth Chris
top-dress and feed…things are at least more
the City of Bridgeton bought the property,
predictable.” He continues, “Working to get
and by 1984 Mark was hired full time under
Cocktail of Choice
the course in shape and then playing it has althe dual role of Assistant Superintendent and
Beer
ways been very rewarding. Getting my course
Assistant Golf Professional. Mark remembers,
Favorite Tour Player
in shape and then playing another course in
“I would work the Pro Shop on Sundays and
Tom Watson
St. Louis on a Monday has been great as well.
Mondays and the rest of the week on the golf
Favorite Local Course
Gonna miss the guys, spring popping, warm
course. Ron Dew was the Superintendent and
Besides
Berry
Hill
season grass coming alive, sprinklers rotating
he would let me give lessons after 2p.m. I did
Westwood CC
and some of the relationships I have develnot have much of a life back then because
oped with guys in the Valley.”
all I did was work.” Ron retired in 1987 and
Mark and his wife of 33 years will spend
Mark was promoted to Golf Course Super“Gonna miss the guys, spring
some of their time traveling to as many
intendent and has held that role for the last
popping, warm season grass
National Parks as possible. They have just
33 years. Mark reflected on his mentor, “Ron
coming alive, sprinklers
built a new home in Wentzville and Mark
worked hard to the get the job done and loved
rotating and some of the
will work a couple days a week for Dave
having a beer, also good friends with other lorelationships I have develPini at Old Hickory Golf Club. “Our lives
cal Supers Lee Redman and Pete Ferguson.”
oped with guys in the Valley.”
are here in St. Louis, the bulk of our time
Mark grew up in Bridgeton with a large
we will spend here in town with our
Catholic family that included six brothers and
three daughters.”
two sisters. Whether searching for golf balls, working shifts as
The “Best Course in Bridgeton” will miss you Mark. Time
a night waterman or calling the shots as Super, it’s been the
same commute for over four decades. The 13-time Berry Hill
to learn some new steps, no problem for a guy like you. n
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More from Your Director of Operations

United,
we will succeed.
To all members of the MVGCSA Family
Hopefully this letter finds members of our family, along with their own personal families, safe and healthy
during this unprecedented time in our lives. The year 2020 will forever be known as the year of Covid-19.
Collectively we’ll get through this because united, we will succeed.
There really never is a good time to receive an invoice for payment but it’s that time of year again at Mississippi Valley and we hope, given the circumstances of late, that our united Association, working together, has
and will continue to be personally beneficial to you and your industry.
The MVGCSA Board of Directors, on track with other decision makers, have been navigating some rough,
unchartered waters. Postponement and cancellations of events for 2020, as you are aware, have unfortunately
been unavoidable and difficult to accept. Simply conducting recent Board meetings has been challenging and
has taken us into a new virtual reality.
With strength in numbers to make these difficult and necessary decisions, rest assured that the MV Board
has not acted alone. The outpouring of shared information from a variety of golf related organizations has
proven invaluable to establish some form of acceptable protocol during this pandemic. MVGCSA has partnered closely with Allied Associations ranging from the GCSAA, MGA, PGA, MAGA, NGF, USGA, State
legislatures and numerous neighboring GCSAA Chapters to understand and formulate a proper course of
action to maintain the viability of our industry. Numbers do matter and with that in mind, keep an eye out
for a formal Missouri Golf Alliance soon to be formulated to assist in that very course of action with our
legislative decision makers.
Speaking of strength and viability within the MVGCSA, the MV Affiliate members are indeed a key component in reaching all our goals! Without their support, we would have difficulty “getting the ball in the cup”.
With Affiliates, birdies are always possible on our scorecard. Numerous Affiliates stepped up at the beginning of 2020 and generously exhibited their support through the MV ASP. Our 2020 event schedule was
set and these sponsors were all ensuring positive results. Unfortunately, most events have been
postponed or cancelled for this year and for this we apologize to each and every sponsor. We hope
to maybe makeup some of the events later this year or possibly roll these sponsorships into the
2021 calendar of events.

In the meantime, the MV Board of Directors would like to expressly thank all 2020 ASP
contributors for their generosity and faithful support of MVGCSA programs, publications,
website and activities! Please return the support to each and every MVGCSA Affiliate
member whenever possible.
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2020 AFFILIATE SPONSOR PROGRAM CONTRIBUTORS & MEMBERS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

Affiliate Members of the MVGCSA
BASF
Brookside-Agri
Central Turf & Irrigation
DryJect of TN
Emerald View Turf Farms
E-Z Go Cushman

Gateway Turf
IRRECO
Leisure Pond
Macro-Sorb
M&M Golf Cars
Midwest Premier Turf

Midwest Organics
MJM Services
MPR Supply
NuFarm
Quali-Pro
Redexim

Redox
Schaefer-Meyer
Sellenrieck
Solitude Lake
Management
Sure Cut Solutions

Turfhound
Van Diest Supply
VGM Club
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PoaCure®
(continued from page five)

with the initial application starting in early-mid September,
PoaCure® rates at 0.6 or 0.9 fl oz/1,000 ft2 at biweekly or
monthly interval, respectively, effectively controlled annual
bluegrass without noticeable phytotoxicity to the “A4” creeping bentgrass (Fig 3). Weekly applications at 0.3 fl oz/1,000 ft2
resulted in minor phytotoxicity to creeping bentgrass, mainly
yellowing, in one of the two years’ experiments.
Currently, only Mississippi and Kansas are the two states where
state registrations have been granted, and registration with
Missouri is yet to happen. For those of you who are planning
ahead, ordering and purchasing PoaCure® need to go online
(www.poacure.com) where you will find a three-step procedure
to access this product: creating an account, completing a sur-

vey and placing the order. Once orders are received, the company representative will be in contact with specific recommendations. Meanwhile, before the product can be officially sold
in Missouri, you might be able to request a small-size sample
through the company for demonstration purposes, should you
be interested. This use needs to be registered as research and
needs to be supervised by university personnel, such as myself,
under a special arrangement. This is not for a large-scale application, but for a small size (a few thousand square foot, for
example) demonstration. My program has supervised a few of
those demonstrations in the Kansas City area, in Columbia,
and in the St. Louis area during the past few years. n
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To all the companies that support the Gateway Green . . .

. . . it is your support that allows this magazine
to be published three times a year.
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Editor’s Notes
(continued from page three)

It has been a struggle. The pandemic, the economic
uncertainty and the racial divide in our country
weighs heavy on all of us. I have no answers, I’m
just a fertilizer salesman and a hack musician, but
as individuals I think we can all make a difference.
You can’t legislate kindness, but you can try to treat
everyone in your life as you want to be treated.
Godspeed America. n
Paul Hurst, Editor

Contact your GreensPro rep:
Rich Carlson – 314-568-7148 / Mark Slaughter – 417-844-0990 / Brad Schenck – 314-608-6113

www.greenspro.com

Tyler Fishel – 417-844-1122 / Paul Hurst – 618-920-6406 / Joel Malke – 314-220-5773

924 Waggoner Ave.
Jerseyville, Illinois 62052

